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Summary

The UE Argamassa Armada will develop prototypes of structural elements in textile reinforced concrete (TRC) that allow
the continuation of the TRC prototype pavilion started at EPFL Fribourg in 2019. The UE will take place in the Blue
Factory in Fribourg.

Content

At the basis of the research questions lies the crossing of contemporary structural research into textile reinforced
concrete (TRC) with architectural work in argamassa armada (ferrocement) done in Brazil by the architect Filgueiras
Lima (Lelé) from ca. 1970-2000. Textile reinforced concrete allows to reiterate a building technique - argamassa armada-
that was highly developed in Brazil but in the last years was nearly abandoned due to problems of corrosion. TRC (using
non-corrosive reinforcement) is on the other hand starting to be used in Europe, yet for a very limited field of applications.
It holds the promise to drastically reduce the CO2 footprint of concrete; its structural potential however is still not fully
explored and its application potential unknown to most engineers, architects and scientists in practice.
The UE Argamassa Armada aims at exploring the structural, architectonic and environmental dimensions of TRC and
share them with our project partners at the University of Bahia (FAUFBA) in Salvador de Bahia, Brasil.
After a first period of analysis, empirical research through 1:1 tests will be led at EPFL Fribourg. Students will produce
formworks in folded metal and cast prototypes of structural elements in textile reinforced concrete.

Keywords

Textile reinforced concrete (TRC), construction, technological innovation, knowledge transfer, interdisciplinarity

Learning Outcomes

By the end of the course, the student must be able to:

• Design a structural element / system in textile reinforced concrete

• Construct an innovative formwork system in folded metal

• Dimension a structural element in textile reinforced concrete

• Test structural and material limits

Transversal skills

• Resolve conflicts in ways that are productive for the task and the people concerned.

• Continue to work through difficulties or initial failure to find optimal solutions.
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• Communicate effectively with professionals from other disciplines.

• Communicate effectively, being understood, including across different languages and cultures.

Teaching methods

Work will take place in an atelier format, trough drawing, 1:1 testing and collaborative discussions. It will be supported by
lectures.

Expected student activities

Students will need to understand and go through the complete process of analysis, conception, execution and testing:
1. Conceptual design of a structural element
2. Conception and construction of formwork in folded metal
3. Placement of textile reinforcement in the formwork
4. Casting of concrete, unmolding
5. Scientific protocol of the technical information and functional layout of the element and casting process
6. Measuring of resistance and ductility in the IBETON laboratory

Assessment methods

Ongoing evaluation; students will be evaluated on the basis of the following criteria:

• ability to work in drawing and 1:1 construction;

• capacity to use testing as a means of advancing an architectural and structural idea;

• collaboration (communication, team work, flexibility within different roles);

• engagement (participation, initiative, responsibility)

Supervision

Office hours Yes
Assistants No
Forum No
Others The UE will take place in the Blue Factory in Fribourg.

The train tickets will be reimbursed.
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Websites

• https://www.epfl.ch/schools/enac/education/design-together-en/enac-summer-workshops/a-prototype-pavillon-in-textile-reinforced-concrete/

• https://actu.epfl.ch/news/epfl-students-push-the-boundaries-of-concrete-engi/
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